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ABSTRICT. In the intrOlluctory part of t~ pap,'r the relative !1H:rits of cxistin):( t1wories 
of thl' solar ebcolllosphut! and their il1adc(lUac}, tIP explain some of thl' salient facts of olJserva-
tion are discussed and the nec('ssitr for analy,ng the phenomena of the solar envelope from a 
different angle is emphasized. The dynamics of!C:he motion of gases in the sun's atmospherl' 
developed in an earlier paper is thcn ased to;volve a mode of formation and mailltenan('c of 
til{' dirrenmt laycr!' of tht' solar envelope. It is ~own that this new process admits of quanti-
tath'e treatment and yields heights-of the revefsing layer, the chromosphen' and the quiescent 
prominences in good Ilgrcement with observation, The fact that all gases reach practically 
the same height in prominen('('~, the increase of rotation speed with altitudc in prominenccs, 
the fibrous :;;tructure d the chroll1osphere and several other facts of obsen'ation follow naturally 
from t.his process. The pktL1Tf~ is ho .... ever admittedly iocompleh~. but its slll:cess so far 
indimtes that tht· dynamical principle OIl which it is based probably plays 1111 important part 
in the phenomena of the solar envelope. 
INTRODUCTION 
The idea of selective radiation pressure advanced by Prof. M. N. Sahat 
in 1919 bas been widely used for the interpretation of several astrophysical 
phenolllena. Saha himself applied it to explain the occurrence, in the spectra 
of the early B-classes of stars, of the so-called "stationary" absorption lines 
II and K j he suggested that under the influence of selective radiation pressure 
singly ionised utOI11S of calcium were driven for away from these hot stars and 
formed a highly attenuated atmospbere \\ hich did 110t take part in the orbital 
motion of the stal's, so that the stationary Hand K lines were formed through 
the blanketing effect of this absorbing atmosphere of calcium vapour on the 
spectrum of the parent stars. This explanation must at present be regarded 
as superseded as the result of the long series of most careful observations made 
by Dr. J. S. Plaskett and his collaboraton, and in view of Sir A. S. Eddington's 
masterly theory of interstellar matter, both of which leave no reasonable doubt 
that diffuse matter containing calcium, sodium and perhaps most of the other 
elements present on the earth is uniformly distributed in interstellar space with 
a density of the order of 10-2~ gm.! cm. 3, except where local condensations form 
the diffuse nebU:lae. Nevertheless the idea of selective radiation pressure holds 
the field and has fOWld numerous fruitful applications in recent astrophysical 
theories, llotably. tbose of the extended envelopes of Be stars and planetary 
p~bulae. ; But the re~arches in which the most extensive and I?ersistent u~ ha~ 
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been made of selective radiation pressure, in spite of considerable difficulties, 
are the theories of the solar chromosphere, which nre mostly modifications of 
E. A. MiJne's~ theory of the calciuIlJ chromosphere, supported by light pressure. 
The mechanism of support of the Call atom ill Milne's theory is essentially 
the same as that indicated by Saha several years earlier, the principal feature 
of which is that the resonance line of Call occurs ill a part of the spectrum 
where the Sun radiates strongly, so that Call atoms are subject to considerable 
radiation pressure which halances or sometimes even overbalances gravity. 
:Milne has worked out t11e cOlIsequC11ces of this idea at great lcng th for the case 
(If static equilibrium and I][]s sl1ccessfully accOllllted for the formation of a 
chromosphere of ionised calciullJ, of prominences of iouised calcium and for the 
occurrence of enormOllS velocities sometimes observed in eruptive prominences 
!Jhotographed in calcium light. Notwithstanding thesc successes, Milne's theory 
is confronted with considerable difficulties which have not so far been eliminated 
by the numerous attempts at tnodificatioJl and improvement lllade bv S. l{. Pike, 
J. Voltjer, S. Chandrasekhnr" and others. 
One of the priucipal difficulties of Milne's theory is that it callIlot satis-
factorily account for the permanent J,rcsencc of hydrogen and heliuIlJ in the 
chromosphere and in the prominences so long as the theory is IXlscd on the 
usual assumption that the intensity in the extreme ultraviolet solar Sl'cctrum 
follows a Planck 1:1\\' corresllOlHlillg to a temperature (If the o]"(ler qf 611('O·'K. 
The resonance lines of hydrogen arc situatu1 far olltside the llIain region of 
the solar spectrum and in the caSe of heliul1I the freq11cllcies of the resonance 
lilIes are abont t\\'i('t~ as large as ill the caSl' of llydrogclJ; ill fact, asstlming 
that the Sun radialt's as a black llC1dy <It all ef1ectivc klllI,erntllre of (iooo' K, 
the radiation pressure 011 hydrogln, accord ill).! to CurlllY, \yorks out to he 10" 
times smaller than on singly ionised calciullI alHl 011 heliU1IJ 101 :1 times smaller. 
y' et it is a comm011 fact of observalioll that all the three elements reach almost 
the same heights in the chromosphere and ill the prominences. Besides, as 
D. H. Menzel· has pointed out, the quiescent type of equilibrium discussed 
by Milne is non-existent in the chromosphere. The evidence of eclipse observers 
shows that the chromospherc, like the corona, has a fibrolls structure which is 
very different from that to be expected in all atmosphere approximateiy in 
hydrostatic eqUilibrium of the type tacitly assumed in Milne's theory. A formal 
possibility of escape fro111 the dbcrep311cy between the chromosphere of Milne's 
theory and the actual chromosphere has ho'wever been provided by Chandrasekhar, 
who has introduced 3 periodic s}!aCe-tertll ill the photospheric flux and has also 
taken account of the darkening towards the limb. Nevertheless Milne's theory 
in Chandrasekhar's modified form is far froll1 being able to give a satisfactory 
explanation of some of the noteworthy features of tIle cl1rolllosphere, particularly 
the abundance of hydrogen. It seems fairly obvious that any theory which 
postulates the paramount importance of selective radiation pressure as a means 
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of support for the chromosphcric gases wiIi be confronted with tbe extreme 
difficulty of explaining the existence of the major constituent, hydrogen, 
provided that the extreme ultraviolet spectrum of the Sun is taken to be identical 
with that of a black body at 6ooo 0 K. So forcibly has this difficulty impressed, 
itselfon some of the 1110st emillellt theo1'etical astrophysicists that S. Rosseland' 
says, "it may be wise to relax a little Ol1~'S cOl1fidence in tl~c significance of light 
pressure also as regards the distribution of calcium and allied elemcnts in the 
chromosphere, pending the outcome of t~e case of hydrogen, helium and otber 
dements with ullfavonrable resonmU'e lincs in the chromosphere and the 
promillcllces. He 1"l1l1flrks fmther, '1 it is surely prematurc :IS yet to assert 
that Wi.' kllow L'llOugli ahuut the stars lq' a~sert that light pressure is tIl(: only 
agency which can lead to tIll' explll~ol1 of particles. I think, it is fair (0 say 
that the evidence of solar ()h~er\'atiOljs, taken as a whole, is agaimst this idea, 
an<1 to such a degree that it fully justjfi~ an attempt at the development of a 
nOll COIll III ittal forlllal analysis (If tbe solar l'hel101lJeUa irom a ,,·ider point 
of view." I{ossdand himself has work(,d out a theory in which an envelope 
is kept distended tllr<ll1gh the bombardment by corpuscnlar rays (electrons) 
tlllitted by a ~(ar; ,\'ith the help of this theory he has uee]1 able to explain some 
of tbe characteristic fl'atnres of the solar chromosphere and the corona without 
recourse to the icll'a of support by radiation pressure. 'rhis til cory has many 
ohvious advantagcs, but it has not yet reached the stage of development at 
which a final judgment can be for1lled about it. Another theory which docs 
not depend at least cxpliciUy 011 tllC idea of :-iL'i('cti\'l: radiation pressure has been 
advanced by W. H . .i\Ice rca (; according to IV hOlll the chrolllosphere is supported 
by "turhulent tnotioll." But l\lcCrea detill':'s this turhulence in a way quite 
different from what is understood hy this tertii in hydrodynamics and bases 
his theory 011 the obvio11sly t1nh:llablc idea that tUl; particles taking part in the 
turbuleut motion have a Ivlax\\'elliau velocity of the order of 15 klll./SCC., but 
not the temperature corresponding to this velocity, In spite of the ullsatisfactory 
character of McCn:a's theory, tmlH1lcncc ought to playa part in the mechanics 
of the chromosphere. just as it call11Ot be denied that sekctive radiation pressure 
llIust have its contributioll in the (ol11plcx phenomena of the solar envelope 
though perhaps 110t in the JIlanller postulated hy Miltle. III the present state 
of our knowledge, as McCrea has rel1larked, "we canllot say even whether 
radiation pressure provides the normal means of chromospheric support, with 
hydrogen and heliulIl occupying somewhat exceptional positiOllS, or whether, 
on the other hand, normal cllrol!losplleric support comes from quite a different 
agency with a few gases like Call and SrH showing- additional peculiarities 
owing to their happening to be subject i~l aduition to radiation pressure." In 
these circumstances the following attempt at exploring an alternative mode of 
formation of the solar el1velope, somewhat different from those hitberto considered 
and yet incorporating some of their features, may not be entirely \Superfluous. 
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MECHANICS OF BJECTION OF SOLAR GASES 
As mentioned in the foregoing section, the evidence of experienced eclipse 
• observers is quite conviucingly in favour of the view that the solar cl1,velope 
is to be looked upon not as a true atmosphere like that of the earth but as 
composed of innumerable jets of glowing gases emanating from tbe body of the 
Sun. The appearance of the chromosphere is that of a tangle of interlacing 
trajectories which, tbough not so pronounced, is very similar to that of the 
corona; also the aggiollleration of Illutter in tIll: solar envelope is V\:I y many 
times more than what is to be expected on ally simple hydrostatic theory. The 
chromosphere, the COtolla and the prominences "'ould therdore beel1l to be d lie 
to a complex of dynamical phenomena ill which there llIay be no static 
equilibrium. Indeed it seems most probable that there is no essential dIfference 
between tile modes of occurrence of thCSl~ varied l,hcllomena, so that the division 
of the envelope into several strata may merely reprcseut dilTer<:nt degrees of 
the same undt!r1ying process. Whatever lIIay he this undcrlyillg lliechulli:;m 
it must possess certain properties which are indicat<.d by facts of observation. 
For instance, it must be capable of eXlllaining why no essential difTereoccs of 
prominence structure arc noted in photographs of prominences taken in not 
only the strong lines of hydrogen, helium, ionised calciulll, ionised strontium 
and ionised titanium, but also ill the lilIes of faint and mediulll intensities. 
This observation imposes an important requirement upon the mechanism of 
formation of prominences, namely, that the acceleration acting UpOIl the various 
types of atoms lUllst be at least approximately eqnal. This condition cannot be 
satisfied by selective radiation pressure so long as its effect is negligibly small 
on hydrogen; for it seems scarceJy reasonable to expect that the most abundant 
constituent can be dragged along by the comparatively rare atoms of ionised 
calcium, etc., which may develop considerable velocities through selective light 
pressure. 
The assumption that the Sun's spectrum ill the extreme ultraviolet is 
exactly the same as that of a black body at 600o"K has however, as Saha 7 has 
recently argued, no unquestionable experimental or theoretical justification. In 
fact, Saha bas urged that certain features of the night-sky spectrum and of the 
ionospheric phenomena require that the unobservable part of the ultraviolet 
spectrum of the Sun should consist of a faint continuous background on which 
are superposed intense emissiolJ lines of H, He+, Fe+ and other elements which 
are represented in the visible range by lines of the subordinate series. Should 
this hypothesis represent the actual spectrum of the Sun, the difficulties about 
the support of chromospheric and prQlninence gases against gravity would be 
considerably reduced. In fad, K. O. Kiepenheuer!l has argued that the extreme 
ultravioletspectrum of the Sun must be as postUlated by Saba and that an exact 
c0111pensati0l1 of gravity in tbe quiescent prominenc(;s and in the chromosphere 
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actually takes place through selective radiation pressure arising out of the absorp-
tion of La radiation by the H-atoms which are by far the most abundant consti-
tuents of the solar envelope. It may be remarked in this connection that the 
emission lines in the extreme ultraviolet soiar spectrum postulated in SalJa's 
hypothesis arise through the mechanism of fluorescence in an attenuated atmos-
phere as suggested by Rosseland in a famous paper in 1926; if the compensation 
of gravity in the chromosphere takes l>la~ in the w:IY suggested by Kir:penheuer 
thell the mechanism of ft.uorescence Ijust operate in S0111e layer between the 
photosphere and the ehroillosphere. If t~is illtcnm:uiatc layer is ide11lifild with 
the reversing layer or some transitio~ layer between the photosphere and the 
reversing iayer, thell in this layer the cOlli;1itiOllS of pressure {which according to 
St. John and Babcock's scheme is at leist 10-2 atms. and probably much higher} 
would be unfavourable for the operation:; of Rosst:1and's procl.:ss of i1UOl e~C(:tlce 
and consequently the chrolllo~vhere could not be effectively supported by selective 
radiation pressure acting on hydrogen, If, 011 the other lWllll, tb<.: l'rt;~snn:: of 
the photospheric gast:s is less than J 0.- 1. atm, and the llH:an j>resss\U e ill the 
reversing layer is at llIost 10-,1 atm. as cOllciuded by Russell and StewaI t, thll1 
the reversing layer, the chrornosphel'e <llld the pWll1illellCes may all be sllppurted 
by selective ladiatioll pn:ssnre acting on hydrogen, providl.:d the Sl1n radiaks 
in the way suggested hy Saba. This mode of support of t!le solar cnvciope is 
apparently 110t entirely free frOI1l unccrtainty. There is however all alternative; 
the Sun emits cOlltilluousl~' high velocity electrons for which there is direct 
evidence; the bOl1lbardment of the atoms of the envelope by these electrons n;ay 
compensate the effect of gravity on these atoms and may conceivably fulfil also 
the functions attributed to the absorption of La radiatioll. But, whatever the 
ultimate explanation may be, several facts of observation show that the effect 
of gravity on the solar envdope is completely or almost completely neutralised 
by some mechanism which at presellt remains obscure. 
III almost all the current theories of the chromosphere, the atoms forming 
the chrolllosphere are assulI1ed to have originated in the photoSIJhere or iust 
above it. But, if we accept the vicw that there is probably no essential differellt'e 
between the processes underlying the formatiolJ of a prolllinence and uf the 
chromosphere, then there is good reasoll for thinking that the chroIllosphcric 
gases have their origin belO\v the photosphere and probably in the deep illterior 
of the Sun; for there is little doubt that the quiescent prominence::; originate 
in the interior of the SUllo In fact, starting from the generalised postulate that 
all the material of the solar envelope comes from the interior of the Sun, one call 
arrive at a way of visualising the complex phenomena of the solar envelope which 
seems to have distinct advantages over the pictures which form the basis of the 
current theories of the chromosphere. For this purpose we have first to consider 
the process through which a mass of material cau be ejected from the interior and 
then the motion of this mass in the space above the photosphere .. 
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According to the current theory of internal constitution, the temperatures 
within the stars are of the order of a few million degrees and at these temperatures 
the radiation consists of waves of about the same lengths as X-rays, while matter is 
broken up mostly illto atomic Dt'uclei and electrons. The couditions in the interior 
of stars arc almost those of au ideal thermodynamical enclosure, so that all particles 
behave like black bodies and the radiation pressure is the same as the light 
pressure calculated from Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of light. Under 
equilibriullI conditions at any point in the interior gravity is balanced by the 
('olllhillCd effect of gU'i prcssllre and nt(liation pre!'snrc. This state of static 
e(juiliuriulJI call be maintained also ill a rotatillg star so long as the rotation is 
like that of a rig-ill hOlly amI the rate of generation of energy at cvcry point of 
the interior depends ollly upon the l1ell~ity and tk~ temperat\lre ill the way required 
hy a wellkllowll theorelll dlle to II. v. Zdjlcl. Bill the theories of Jeans,!) 
Hddingtoll i (I am! Rosselaml 1 : show tllJt all actnal star dues 110t rotate like a rigid 
body; in fact it is generally accepted that tlw interior of a star rotates !lIlIch 
faster Own the surface and that the angular speed of rotation increases rapidly 
\"ith the depth below the surface. According to Eddington an actual star does 
110t obey v. Zeipcl's theoreJlJ and this leads to local variations of tcmperaturc 
in the interior. Thus, frOlll theordiL'al cOllsidcrations, locali~ed rises of tempcratme 
in the interior of the Sun arc to be expected, hut we can draw this inference 
also from the fact that on the Sun's surface sudden localised increases of tem-
perature (eruptions) are often observed. It l11ay bc mentioned in this connection 
th~t Eddington has shown that the nOD-fulfilment of v. Zeipcl's theorem results 
in the establishment of a system of internal circulatory currents; Rosse1and 
has concluded that there is a possihility of these iutcrual currents being periodically 
ul1stable. It seems likely therefore that the periodic variation of solar activity 
is intimately connected with the peliodic instability of the intemal currents. 
But the fairly common occurrellce of eruptive phenomena on the Sun's surface 
Illay be regarded as indicating that internal disturbances do occur also frequently 
and quite irregularly. 
Let us suppose that in a limited region of the Sun's interior the temperature 
rises suddenly to a value higher thau the 110rll1al. This increase of temperature 
will give rise to increased radiation pressure and a consequent outflow of matter 
in a radial direction. Since the radiation pressure experiellced by thC:! constituent 
particles is due to the amount of the forward momentum of the radiation absorbed 
or scattered by the particles the velocity of ejection will depend upon the cross-
sections and the weights of the particles as well as on the rate of recombination of 
the neuclei and electrons. In the absellce of precise knowledge about these factors 
it is not possible to estimate with any certainty the initial velocity of ejection 
of the particles for a given increase of radiation. But without any calculations 
it can be safely concluded that at the pressure prevailing in the interior of the Sun 
there will be frequent collisions among the various types of particles resulting in a 
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re-distribution of the acquired momenta and an eventual movement of the whole 
mass of matter affected by the disturbance. The velocity with which the mass 
of gases will move outwards towards the photosphere will of course depend upon 
the actual increase of radiation pressure and since the radiation pressure is propor-
tional to the fourth power of the temperature it is likely that allpreciuble velocities 
will be acquired through comparatively sinal! rises of temperature. The velocity 
with which a ma~s of gas thus ejected fr<Jp1 the interior will emerge from the 
photosphere will, because of frictional 'tesistance, he considerably less thal1 the 
initial velocity which the mass started} with. Outside the photosphere the 
frictional resistance will be slllall and we Inay ignore it as a rough approximation. 
If, in addition, gravity is neutralised by ~mc such process as discussed earlier 
in this paper, the1l the' magnitUde of tJI(> velocity with which the mass of gas 
emerges from the photosphere will l'e11l.,i11 um'hanged OmilJg the subsequent 
1110tio11. Now, since the ejected mass orfgitwted ill the interior of the SU1l where 
the angular speed of rotation is much faster than at the s1olrface, it will tend to 
rotate with a higher speed than the surface of the Sun. This hrings us precisely 
to the hypothesis which fOrl1l5 th~ basis of the considerations set forth in Part 1. 12 
Recl~l1tly 1 have cOllle to Imow that an almost identical hypothesis was Pllt forward 
ill 1935 hy Mr. ]. Evel'shed 1:: in order to explaiJl the discrepancy hetween the 
angular motion of promillences derin'd hy him fro1l1 his measl11'C's of Doppler 
shirt by the spectrographic method nnd the rotation Sliced ueri\'cd from the 
limes of successive meridian passages of prOJ1Jilll'IlCf:S and (lark markings. * 
For comparison 1 ql10te Mr. E\'{·rshed's hypothesis ill his OWll words. "A 
possihle explanation may nO\l" be suggested of the increasing angular speed 
with heigllt abo\'c tllC photosphere, and of the decreasi11g 5I'('('d with 
decleasing solar activity. This dcpC'nds upon the fact. r believl' fairly well 
established, that the gases above the photosphere do not fOi III a tme atmosphere 
to the SUll, hut consist of inm1l11erable jets of luminous gas projected radia111y 
outwards from beneath the photospheric level. lf the interior of the St11' is .rota-
ting faster than tIle photosphere, and with uniform angular speed in all latitudes, 
tben these jets will tend to retail! the velocity of the interior regi(l11s, and the 
deeper the origin of a jet the morc closely will its motion conform to the angular 
speed of the interior. The prominences coming from the deepest iayers will give 
the greatest rotation slJeeds, and the most uniform angular motion. At times of 
intense solar activity the great prominences, stre3mi11g out at definite points in 
* r am indebted to Messrs. P.R.C. Iyer and n. G. Narayan for draw ill! my attention to a 
papt:r by R. de Lury (Canada, R.A,S., November, 1939), which was received at the Kodaikanal 
Observatory a fcwnlonths ago and in which the apparent slight increase of the rotation speed 
with altitude above the pbotosphere is f'xplained h~' the hypothesis that the gases of the 
envelope originate itl the interior of the Sun and retain the high angular speed of rotation of the 
ipterior.· It is clear frpm the paper that the hypotb«'sis is originally due to ~rr. l~vershe4. 
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the photosphere, are probably ejected from greater depths than the smaller promi-
nences se~n at times of minimum activity." It is evident from the above quota-
tion that the essential features of Mr. Evershed's hypothesis are the same as those 
of the hypothesis the dynamical consequences of which were worked out in 
1'ar.t I. From the results ohtained in Part I it was evident that many of the major 
features of prominences and dark markings eouid be' explained both qualitatively 
a11<i quantitatively on the basis of the dynamical ideas developed there. From the 
details of the process of ejectioll of matter frolll the interior of the SUll just dis-
cussed aud the equatiolls of motion, as derived in Part I, of a mass of matter thus 
ejected in the space ahove the photosphere, it is clear that some of the peculiar 
features of the solur envelope discussed earlier in this paper bear a similarity to 
the peculiarities of the dynamical picture here presented. 
As shown ill Part J, the lllotioll of a mass of gas (ejected from the interior of 
the Sun) in the space outside the photosphere will be controlled by tile dynamical 
l'(juations-
1 
f 
r 
I 
J 
III these equations the positive .\ -axis point~ towards the equator, the positive 
y-axis towards the west and the positi\'(; z-axis poillts vertically upwards; u, 'ii, 1(1 
are the components of the velocity of the moving mass (/11) ; X, Y, Z arc compo-
11ents of the extemal forces Including gravity, frktion, etc.; R is tbe radius of 
the Sun, 1) the heliographic latitude, (ll the angular velocity at the surface of the 
Sun and wi the higher angular velocity of the interior retained by tIle ejected 
mass of gas, If the mass, as it e1l1erges from the photosphere, has ouly a velocity 
V directed vertically upwards and has no cxtcmal forces acting on it, then the 
eql1ations (12) can be written 
d2 ,?: ('). (" 2R . ) 
"d7 = -2 w -w 1) S111 ¢+ (oJ -wi slllq),COSrp I 
2(w'-w)(U sin ¢+w cos rp) 
r 
J 
Now from equations (12'1) it is clear, since at the initial moment U='V=o, w=V, 
that the velocity u arises out of the acceleratIon d2 x / dt2 whicb must be of a 
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smaller order than d 2y / dt2 and d 2z / drJ and therefore we" may also, as rough 
approximation, neglect u against 7£' and v' The equations (12'1) may then be 
simplified into 
d 2 x. Equatorwards: df2" =0 . 
\Vestwarrls : 
Upwards: 
d2 y , 
= 2(411 .. ,_ W"!1£' cos "~) df2 ' , 
j , 
d2 z 't I, , d/2-- = -~\." -'tI)T cos !f', 
~, 
~~ 
1 
r 
I 
J 
The second equation shows that if the par~c1es of the gas lUass have an tlpl('ard 
velocity, they are acted upon by a 'lvcstwar'd horizontal acceleration which deflects 
them from their vertical path, On the oth~ hand, if the particles have a dou'n-
,vurd velocity the path is deflected eastwllr4, Similarly the third equation shows 
that if the particles have an eastward 'lIe/oCtty, they are acted upon hy an ujyward 
deflective acceleration and. conversely, a west'l£/ard "e/oeity gives rise to a do'wn-
'l/Jatd dcflecii'Vc acee/c'ration, It is to be noted that the deflective accelerations 
depend only on the velocity, so that if the particles started with the same initial 
velocity they \\ollld maintain their relative positions throughout the subsequent 
motio11 and the trajectories of the differe11t particles would be identical. Ullder 
the combi1led action of the equations (J2'2), a particle moving vertically upwards 
at the start will travel in a direction more and more inclined to the west of the 
vertical until the velocity becomes entirely horizontal and westward j thereafter 
the particle will turn progressively downward and finally the velocity will become 
entirely horizontal but directed eastward so that the particle mnst rise again, In 
the idealised condition of absence of friction and other external forces the particle 
will go on moving indefinitely along a trajectory which will consist of a series of 
overlapping loops, In reality, however, the 1110tion cannot be frictionless and it 
will also be complicated by the equatOl'\\'ard acceleratioll which will not be nil. 
The actual motion of gases in the solar envelope will he a three-dimensional spiral 
motion of great complexity and will resemble highly turbulent motion, Never-
theless our idealised equations of motion may be used for drawing general con· 
c1usiol1S which should he retiable so far as the orders of magnitude are concerned, 
DIVlSl0N OF HN\'HLOPH IN'I'O Y"AYERR 
A glance at equations (12'2) shows that a particle descnbing a periodic trajlc-
tory in 'accordance with these eql1atiol1S reaches a maximum height (ahove the 
photosphere) which depends on the initial vertical velocity (VI at the moment of 
emergence from the photosphere and on rp and wI - w, For a given value of rp and 
of wI -w therefore all particles emerging from the photosphere with a given verti, 
cal velocity will reach the sallle height amI the 1Iatural upper ~ol1ndary of the 
2- I 372P 
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trajectories of all Sllch particles will he a spherical surface situated at this height 
above the photosphere, It seems possible that in this way different boundary 
layers in the envelope may be fomled by particles emerging with different ranges 
of velocity, In order to test this possibility quantitatively we have to calculate 
the, maximum height reached by particles with a given velocity of emergence (V), 
Integrating the third of equations (12'2) with the initial conditions t=o, w=V 
and '11=0, we have 
z= - {wl - w)'V cos lI't2 + VI. 
Now, at the highest point of the trajectory w = 0 and 'V = V, so that the average 
value of ',! during the upward motion is ! V, "hen the maximum height reached 
by a particle is given by 
Zmax= -t(ed/-wlV,cos l/>,t2 + Vi. 
Similarly, integrating the secund of equations (12' 2) and rcmelllberillg that the 
average value of w during the ascent is ~V, we get 
Ymax=Hwl-w)V,cos 1,,[2, 
Hlimiuating i from (12'3) with the help of (12'4:' we have 
/ ._----_.-2Ymax,V 
Zmax= - Ymax + '\.- " " (wl - ... ) cos 1> 
Now, as in Part I, we identify Ymax/Zmnx as the tangent of the tilt of the trajectory 
from the vertical. Then tan 8=ymax/Zmnx, In Part III4 we have shown that the 
a,verage tilt (il) of a prominence is of the order of 8° as determined from the 
measurement of a large llumber of dark markings, Assuming that this is general· 
ly valid, we put YmR,=tan So, Zm.,=O,I4 Zm •• in (12'5) and obtain 
If the particles are ejected from all depths of the hlterior. we may on the 
~verage put, as in Part I, for the equator (1)= 0) wl = lOw, so that W'-td= 2'63 x 10-[' 
aud we have 
Now, if the reversing Jayer, the chromosphere and the stable prominences are 
formed in tbe purely dyu8mical way as contemplated ill the pre~ent paper, 
tilen the values of Zmu computed from (12'7) by using appropriate, values 
of V derived from observation should agree with the observed heights of 
the, promwences, the chromosphere and the reversing layer so far &s the orders 
of magnitude are concertled, Unfortunately there is considerable uncertainty 
abQut tlt~ o~Tved values Qf V, Accordill~ to St. JOhl~ 15 the iron line!>,' 
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belonging to the lowest level, give an upward velocity of about 0.2 klll./sec. 
We may take this as the value of V for the reversing layer. St. John also finds 
that the calcium vapour, to which the bright <::Illission line K2 is due, has an 
ascending motion over the general surface of the SUll of 1.97 km./sec. in the 
mean. We use this as the vallle of V for the chromosphere. St. John's deter-
minations are from spectrographic m<::ablll;'Cments of Doppler shifts and there-
fore possess a much higher degree of ,accuracy than tIle values of url\\,nrd 
velocity available i!l the case of the pro~J1ilJellces. According to Pettit '" the 
commonest velocities observed in the i.ernal motions of a typical stable pro-
minence are 5-10 kill. /.sec. We therefore':take 7.5 km./ sec. as the value of V 
} 
in an average prominence of the stable typt. Using these values of V we obtain 
frolll (12'7) the following values for the ~ights of the tops of the different layers 
above the photosphere: c' 
Reversing Layer 
Chromosphere 
,,~, 
, 1640 km. 
16150 km. 
Average Prominence 61300 km. 
It is to be lloted in this connection that according to observational practice the 
height of a prominence is reckoned from a level about 10" above the photosphere 
anu not from the photosphere. In order to compare with the observational height 
we have therefore to subtract about 8000 km. from the above calculated height 
of an average promillence. For r<::ady comparison hetween the observational 
values and the values calculated above the following table has beell prepared. 
The observed values of the heights of the reversing layer and the chromosphere 
are taken from St. John and Balx-ock' s 17 scheme of the Sun's atmosphere and the 
observed height of a typical quiescent prolliinence is taken from Abetti-The 
Sun, 1938, p. 142. 
Part of Envc'ope 
Rt'vt'r,ing J.ayu-
Chrol1lo,phere 
Prom i nen\(: 
Height (obst:'rverl) 
1';00 k 1lI. 
14;)00 kill. 
50000 kill. 
Height «('akulaleo\ 
104" kill 
Jf'150 klll. 
~3.300 k 111. 
It is evident from the table tllnt the agreement between obscl'vat ion and theal Y 
is very satisiactory indeed. Although. in view of the various approximatiolis 
used in the calculations, one should 110t place excessive confidence in llllllJerical 
agreements, yet it seems safe to conclude from the results obtained that the 
dynamical process cOllsidered in the present series of papers Ollfht to play a 
fundamental part in the formatiol1 of the solar envelope. The corona has been 
purposely left out of our discussion as the equations (12) are valid su long as it 
is jnstified to neglect x, y and z against R (c/. Part I)." Although these equations 
ought to be applicable to the inner corona, they cannot have application in the 
mechanics of the outer corona which extends to sc\cral times the s,olar radius. 
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CONCI,usrONS 
In the above calculations we have put on the average w' - w= 9(0 at the 
equator on the supposition that the particles are ejected from all depths in the 
interior; and by using values of V derived from observation we have found that 
the calculated heights of· an average stable prominence, the chromosphere and 
the revel sing layer agree with the observed heights. Now, from equation (12.6) 
we see that these heights are proportional to the ratio V /(U'-w), so that we can 
always obtain the same heights for any arbitrary values of V provided we adjust 
the values of w'- ru suitably. But observational dala show that only particular 
values of V occur in the quiescent prominences, the chromosphere and the 
reversing layer; and our calculations have show11 tl1at with these values of V 
we have to use a particular value of w'-w at the equator, namely w'-w=gw ill 
order to obtain good agreement between the observed and calculated heights. 
From this we may draw the conclusion that the matter which mostly forms the 
quiescent prominences, the chromosphere and the reversi11g layer originates not 
at all depths but only at a particular depth at which the angular speed at the 
equator is such that the ejected matter has an angular speed about 10 
times the angular speed of the photosphere. It ]]Jay be noted t.hat this depth 
roughly corresponds to the core which the sun is beliewd to possess. Thus. 
from the view-point here advocated, the core is the seat of the disturbances 
which lead to the ejection of matter from the interior of the SU11. This 
constitutes an important difference between our hypothesis and Mr. Evershed's 
hypothesis quoted earlier in this paper. While, according to Evershed. the 
increase of angular speed with height above the photosphere is to be explained 
by supposing that the gases constituting the higher levels of the envelope 
originate ill the deeper levels of the interior (having higher angular speeds), 
according to our point of view the gases which for11l the differe11t levels of tlle 
envelope originate in the salll(' intetnal level (the core), but gases of the higher 
le\l'els of the envelope have be<.;n ejected ~ith greater velocities and therefore 
shew an apparent higher rotution speed. This would of course lead us to expect 
an increasing IHlgular speed and also increasing heights of the prominences, the 
the chromosphere and the reversing luyer with increasing solar activity; such 
variations appear actually to bappen except in the case of the reversing layer 
for which there seems to be no observation available in this respect. 
Our dynamical picture reduces the origins of the reversing layer, the chromo-
sphere and the stable prominences to one and the same general process and brings 
out clearly the possibility that there is no fundamental difference between the 
modes of formation of these phenomena. According to this picture ordinary 
stable prominences are fOr1l}ed by gases ejected fr0111 limited regions of the Sun's 
interior and emerging froill the photosphere with radial velocities ranging from 
2 to 7.5 km./sec. roughly; such a prominence 111ust be continually supplied with 
matter ejected from the disturbed region in the interior as long as the prominence 
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lasts. The chromosphere and the rever~illg layer are formed by particles ejected 
from the interior and emerging from the photosphere with radial velocities 
ranging respectively from 0.2 to 2 km./sec. and from 0 to 0.2 km./sec. roughly; 
as these layers are permanent features of the Sun, they have to be constantly 
supplied with matter from widespread and permanently active regions ill the 
inte,cior. According to this view there is 110 static equilibrium ill the quiescent 
prominences, the chromosphere and in t~e rev( tSitlg Jayer; the (quijibIiul11 is 
dynamic. All these conclusions appear tp harmonise with obsci vational facts. 
Our picture is, however, far from behlg:icomplete; it will require llIuch further 
development, particularly the part that ,koncerns the intenor of the SUll, before 
it can attempt to answer the questions .~s to wIlY particles of definite nlllgui (If 
velocity emelge from the photosphere ~d why the vertical density-gradiellt 
in the envelope is exponential; but even a~ it stands at present it seems to point 
the way in which the answers to such que~ions are to be sought. 
Before concluding we may l11entiou'~ an indefiniteness in our calculatiolls 
which arises out of the uncertainty in the nature of the variation of the angular 
velocity (w') with latitude in the iuterior of the SUlI. There are two extreme 
ways in which w' may vary with latitude: Ol1e is that w' increases with latitude 
proportionally to sec 2 q) for which then: is theoretical justification; the other is 
that ",I decreases with inc! easillg latitude ill the same way as w on the surface 
is observed to vary. In Part I tIle first type of variation of w' was used in 
calculating the variation of the IlIcridian incliuatiOll of dark markings with 
latitude and excellent agreement was obtained hetween the calcu1ated and the 
observed values. 1£ this type of variation of (H' is used in (12 6) above, then 
the heights of stable prominences, the chromosphere and the reversing layer 
should decrease with incr.:asing latitude becoming zero at the pole. Observation 
however shows that there is no evidelJce of this kind of variation of height; 
in fact, the chromosphere appears to have practically the same height at all 
latitudes. If we use the second type of variation of w' with latitude in (12'6), 
then it is evident that the heights of prominences, the chromosphere and the 
reversing layer would increase with increasing latitude becoming infinite at the 
pole, which is again contrary to observation. On this basis t11e calculated variation 
of the meridian inclination of dark markings \\-ill still show the same trend as 
the observed variation, but the agreement betweell the calculated and the observed 
curves will not be so good as before. The actual variation of w' with latitude 
may however be something in between the two extreme types which will give 
a satisfactory agreement between observation and theory both as regards the 
latitude variation of meridian inclination of dark markings and the heights of 
prominences, the chromosphere and the reversing layer. 
ADDENDUM 
In calculating the heights of the reversing layer, the chromosphere and atl 
average stable prominence w(; have taken Ymax/ Zmax to be equal to the tangent 
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of the average tilt of the ascending part of the trajectory. Also in a stable 
prominence the gases are continually going up a11d dissipating at the top, so 
that what we see as a prominence is mainly the ascending portion with some 
of the top part of the trajectory; accordingly in evaluating ZmQX we have put 
Ym.x/Zmax equal to the tangent of the observed average tilt of stable prominences. 
This procedure may not be strictly correct, but it is not a bad approximation; 
besides it has the advantage that it indirectly takes account of the retarding effect 
of frictional resistance and incomplete compensation of gravity on the velocity of 
ejection (V). One may however evaluate Zma. hy first finding the general solution 
of equations (12 '2) and then making allowances for the effect of retarding forces 
on V. As this procedure is more general and permits of the evaluation of Z and 
Y at any point of the trajectory, it seems desirable to include this also here. We 
put 2(W'-w) cos rp=b and write equations (12·2) as follows: 
d2z/dt2 =-b.dy/dt (I) 
d 2y/dt. 2 = b.dz/clt. 
In order to solve these equatlOlls we put p= dz/ dt; then we have 
d2y!dt 2 = /J·i); 
dy/dt b.p.t, since for 1=0, dy/dt=o; 
d 2z/ dl9. = - b2pt= dp / dt; 
d2 p/di 2 = -b2p. 
The general solution of (III) is 
p=C 1 sin bt+C2 cos bt, 
(II) 
(III) 
where C1 and C2 are constants. 
and dz/dt=C 1 sin ht+V.cos bi. 
Now dz/dl=V when t=o; therefore C2 =V, 
(IV) 
Integrating (IV) with the initial conditions f = 0, Z = 0, we have 
V C z=-b-' sin bl+ -~ .(I-COS btl. 
From (II) and (IV) we have with the initial conditions 1=0, y=o, dy/dl=o 
d2 y/dt 2 = b(C 1 sin bt+Vcosbl,l, 
dy/dl =-C)cosbl+Vsinbl+C 1, (V) 
y= Cl(t- Si\bi )+ E' (I-COS btl. 
Evaluating C 1 in the mmal way with the help of (V), (IV) and (I), we have 
C 1 = 0 and therefore finally we get 
V . b ) z= . SID t I b I 
Y=~(I -cos bl) t (VI) I } 
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Now z is maximum when sin bt is equal to I; therefore we have 
V Zmax= 0.5· -'" -----..... -.. -. {w'-w} cos ¢ (VII) 
This is the same relation as (12.6) obtained previously except for the 
numerical factor. It is to be noted that the derivation of (VII) implies that V 
remains constant all along the trajectory so far as its magnitude is concerned. 
In reality however the magnitude of V will vary through the influence of 
retarding forces, but it is uncertain b~ what factor it is actually reduced. It 
is clear, however, that a factor of about o~ would make (VII) the same as (12·6). 
St. John (Ap. J., Vol. 32, p. 36, 19111) finds that towards the base of the 
chromosphere the velocity is about 2 kll-4/sec. upwards and nem the top of the 
chromosphere it is about I kill. / sec. d~wn wards. This observation makes a 
factor of 0.4 entirely likely, so that by 'the alternative method of calculation 
considered here we would obtain the samet heights for the leversing layer, the 
chrolllosphere and an average stable prQl.1Jil1encc as obtained previously. These 
heights would be the same at all latitudes if the latitude variation of w' is such 
that w'-w varies as sec I/J, so that (,,/-w) cos rf is a constant. 
Incidentally it is to be noted that the relations (VI) may be expected to 
haH: u bearing 011 the forms of active prominences and their movement towards 
apparent (:ent1'cs of attraction. I hope to discuss these questions in a later 
paper. 
KODAIKAN.U" 
R. INDIA. 
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